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Base smart home system malaysia

SmartZone is an award-winning brand that specializes in providing an customizable smart home system in Malaysia. WNM's Eshop.Com Sdn Bhd, which has been established for 36 years since 1982. Our clients were Menara Prudential, Genting Berhad, Felda, Stone Master Berhad, KLCC, Maybank and more. We have successfully handed over 200 fully
customized smart home Malaysia.SO, WHAT IS SMART HOME SYSTEM? data provider-name=YouTube&gt;Mart home system is a preprogrammed system that helps control lighting, temperature, media, tones, music in principle, achieve their energy saving goals and, most importantly, give the owner extreme comfort, security, and an integrated platform
to control the entire house. It is convenient, easy to use and smart. A real smart home system is tailored to the daily habits of family members; it helps to take care of the house by giving a suitable command with different timing, regardless of whether there is anyone in the house. Imagine your house no longer messy switches and all the separate controls,
everything is integrated into a single platform, one app, a single button control. SmartZone Smart Home System Malaysia gives you integrated control – manage everything through a single app and platform, no matter where you are, as long as you have wifi. With equipment from the United States, our smart home system is durable and stable; Smartzone
smart home Malaysia is a wired system and requires advance planning before starting renovations. We can communicate with your interior designer to come out with a more practical home design that combines beautiful décor with a handy smart home technology. data-provider-name=YouTube&gt;Exposure (dimming, normal on/off, Master on/off, etc.)
Temperature (automatic on/off, smart temperature control, etc.) Shades (Motorized Curtain - Day Mode, Night Mode)Audiovisual system (Replace all decoders Remote Control, Automatic on/off, etc.)Multi-room MusicMatrix-SwitcherMedia (Astro channel, etc.) Security (CCTV) (Live control/Auto Activate/Instant Pop-out Notifications to owner Mobile when
something goes wrong, etc.) Smart bathroom (jaculet, etc.) Smart KitchenMart Gardening (Automatic Watering for Your Garden)Preset Themes (Good Morning Mode, Good Night Mode, Away Mode, etc.) Building ManagementIntercomPop-Out notifications on a user's SmartPhone (security alert/unexpected visitor/guest pressing doorbell)Digital door lock
(Give password to guest when you're not around / Disable password usage when guest leaves)Smart GlassOthers - Customized at the owner's requestIf the décor gives ordinary house life , a smart home system will give the house its soul. A real smart home system Malaysia should give the house clean and easy control. Like SmartZone, when the owner
uses our technology, the wall is no longer the two.1000000000000 House switches are always the basic and headache part of interior design, especially when the house is huge, they are more connected on the interior designer then has to find a place to hide the messy cops. Sometimes users have to indicate one at a time which lighting or parts of the
switch control. Even after years they have stayed in a huge house, they still can't clearly remember which switches for what lighting especially the area they don't always use. Managing all other devices is another major headache, such as surveillance cameras, security, all remotes, shades and more. Especially for the huge bangalow. Every night, the maid
has to go room by room by area to check if all the unturned-out device is switched off. If he does not want to turn off the lighting in the room, which is not used often, such as storage. Sometimes it even takes a few days for them to notice the lighting ingenuing in the room. This situation happens most of the time and is not something new for the owner of the
house. The second situation is when the day turns dark, the maid must open all façade lighting with progress (by 7 p.m. open automatic gateside lighting, by 8 p.m. turn on all garden light), close the curtain, turn on the background music, turn off the lighting the next morning, open the curtain, wet the garden by 12 noon and so much more of a management
task. If he forgot the area, the light stays on all day. Waste of energy consumption and labour, a waste of time one by one. WHY IS CONTROL COMPLICATED WHEN YOU CAN AUTOMATE THIS DAILY TASK USING SMART HOME MALAYSIA? SMART HOME MALAYSIA They are many ways to manage a smart home in Malaysia, or you can even forget
about control, let a fully automated smart home system take care of your home. data provider-name=YouTube&gt;Unlike standard sensor, each of these smart human sensors is preprogrammed on your own mission to run at different timings per day. This SHD is a smart home system tool for detecting human movement. Each SHD has its own role and role
to play in taking care of different areas, SHD plays a very important role in a fully automated starting point (when the owner does not want to control anything). We list a few examples of how SHD works in different areas (everything customizable according to the owner's desire), how our own programmer programmes it to make it practical in everyday life.1ST
EXAMPLE - SHD IN THE BATHROOM in some case, a huge bathroom usually separates three motion signals and reserves three SHD for bathroom care with jacuzzi, sink and toilet/bathtub. From 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., when movement is detected in the front area of the bathroom (usually a sink for the owner to brush his teeth, wash his hands, etc.), the lights in
the entire bathroom turn on. SHD understands that the owner just needs to clean something in the sink area, so after detecting 1 minute of movement, the light turns off automatically (it is not common and no one is still standing in front of the sink one minute without one-handed movement). When another movement is detected in the bath/toilet area, SHD
notifies our smart home in Malaysia and knows that the owner is going to bathe or use the toilet bowl, so our system tells the lighting in the bathroom to be off after 5 minutes if no movement is detected. So the fact that the owner does not face light turns off the problem when he sits in a toilet bowl without movement for 5 minutes (in our experience, 5
minutes is practical enough because the awake person does not stay freezing for 5 minutes straight without the movement of one body when using a toilet bowl). When movement is detected, the SHD recalculated for another 5 minutes before the system tells the lights to go out. So even the owner stays in the toilet for 30 minutes, the system ensures that the
lights do not go out. When a third movement is detected in the jacuer area, soft background music is played. At midnight between 10 p.m. and 6:55 a.m., when movement is detected in the sink area, the system does not command entire bathroom lights on, but only to open the lighting in the pool area so that the light does not make the owner's eye
uncomfortable during midnight.2ND EXAMPLE - SHD IN CORRIDOR 7-22 when someone walks past the hallway, the light dims, and after 15 seconds when no movement is detected, the light goes out. After 10 p.m., when movement is detected, the system triggers only a partial walkway on top of the light, because during this time the owner may just want
to go to the kitchen to get drinks, etc. The two examples above show how details we can program our smart home in Malaysia to automate your house with SHD. It's practical and helps manage daily routines without a single miss. The owner can also manually enable a specific area lighting by using a keyboard or application. In commercial or office, SHD
plays a very important role in saving energy, tuning the alarm and turning off shutters automatically when the last staff leaves the office. A smart remote is another fantastic way to manage a smart home in Malaysia, especially for kids, the elderly or a housewives when they want manual control with them, but don't want to use the app on a smart device or
reach for control of a keyboard on the wall. They can simply put a remote control in their pockets, and they can control the light of the whole house, regardless of the area in which they use remote controls. They can use the remote control to turn on the curtain in the living room when they are in the bedroom; They can turn off the lighting of the whole house
when they are in the bedroom taking a ni knock; Change the TV source, change the channel, listen to background music from a different area. Everything can be controlled by this remote control. Easy, simple and convenient. A smart keyboard in a smart home in Malaysia must be placed on the wall to replace all traditional switches, integrating the switches
with the control on a single button. One smart home keyboard can replace the traditional switches of the 10x 3 gang on the wall. This smart home keyboard is stylish and simple, each can be programmed for items that the owner wants quick access. FOR EXAMPLE: ALL OFF/ONAll off - When the whole family travels out of the house, the owner presses
everything off, turns off all electrical appliances, lighting, temperature, curtain and open the door, arm alarm by by by one press. We can also set different presets that the owner frequestly uses. FOR EXAMPLE: MORNING MODE One press opens all the curtains in the house, soft background music opens to give you a refreshing morning, light comes on,
etc. All details are customizable and convenient to use. You don't have to go through one switch with another switch again. Control via smartphone/tablets/smartwatch apps with 3D floor plan for comfort in manual control. Users can control their smart home everywhere. We will explain more about the design of the interface in the section below. Give your
command to a smart home in Malaysia and the house will work the way you want it to. Tell me when you're in the living room, ask Alexa to turn on the air in your bedroom for probation before sleeping, etc. By scheduling, even without observed movement, lights or air conditioning or curtain control in a certain area light up every day. The daily task now is to
take care of the system. For example, façade lighting, different times open up different lighting and the system ensures lights when they strike at 7 a.m. in the morning. Our office is the first to implement a keyless and fully integrated smart home in Malaysia. Fully automated and we don't have to use any keys or control any alarm system, our system helps us
control all lighting, temperature, security, media and even background music in our office. Smart home Malaysia never loses one detail. SMART HOME MALAYSIA Below is a sample of ui control for smart home Malaysia.This is the real SmartZone office 3D floor plan interface manager that our office uses. Manage using the 3D floor planter in your house,
just swipe into the tab and press the icon you want to control. A lamp icon that controls the lighting in this case. The system then displays the 3D floor plan of your house, simply tab to the small lamp in the area to turn on or off. The same goes to the temperature, open and adjust the temperature before you reach your house. Turn on the curtain at an unsific
time to show passersby as if someone was in the house when the whole family is actually vacationing in Japan.The things we can integrate are extensive, multi-room music, TV source management (switch the source between TV and control the TV without a remote, as the remote control is already pre-programmed for apps too). SmartZone Smart Home
Malaysia is stable, we can even integrate your CCTV and security app into the control interface. You can press the CCTV tab and use live control (light, door use) by looking at the condition of your house through apps and pressing the interface lamp to turn on the light. Or let the door into a certain scene. You can watch your guests walk into your room, and
you can turn on the TV so they can even watch abroad. SMARTZONE SMART HOME MALAYSIA IS A REAL GREAT one-off There are two types of Malaysia. Wifi switches and wired system, SmartZone Smart Home Malaysia is wired equipment. Wifi switches are the most commonly seen on the market, allowing the user to do-it-yourself, switching
traditional switches and pairing switches with phone apps. The wifi switch control and interface cannot be changed and is fixed. Smartone Smart Home System requires a programmer to program the entire system to suit the owner's daily needs and the control is extensive. Interface control uses 3D floor plan, this is not what wifi switches can offer.
DOWNSIDE OF WIFI TURNTABLES (WHY DO WE RECOMMEND A WIRED SYSTEM? ) We share this based on our experience, as SmartZone also sells wifi turntables. The honest comment below, which you can count on.1. There are still as many cops as there are traditional ones. The Wifi switch only acts as a substitute for the wall switch. You have 50
traditional switches, you need exactly 50 wi-fi switches to replace it. The only thing is that you can control via mobile phone now.2. There's no backup. Unlike the wired smart home system Malaysia, in the case of a system fault, the user can still achieve traditional manual switches in the DB area, at least they don't have to go through the whole week without
light before they figure out what happens to the system.3. Wired Smart Home System Malaysia is ultimately stable, using the Crestron hardware of the United States. Since it is a wired system, the answer is fast, not latency, like wifi switches. Wifi switches on the market require many gateways to communicate, the more gateways, the more items are needed
for maintenance, and the chances of failure are greater. Moreover, each wifi switch has its own IP address, the more wifi switches you have, the chance to get IP conflicts is greater. This leads to a common problem with wifi switch apps, such as users not being able to control from the outside, no response from the app button, etc., which needs users to
return home, and pairing the switches one by one again before they can re-manage using apps. Wired smart home system Malaysia eliminates all of the above problems. THE ONLY DOWNSIDE OF WIRED SMART HOME Wired Smart Home Malaysia requires early planning before starting renovation/wiring work. So in an existing home, owners may find
hesitation, since hacking works in rewiring, it is inevitable to use a wired smart home. However, our consultant can advise you based on a different situation to minimize hacking. In addition, we guarantee that you will never regret the changing progress and choose a wired smart home system. The answer is stable, easy to use, tailored to your needs,
simplified control and can easily take up to 10 to 20 years or even more without giving you connection problems like wifi cops. Well, if you just want very basic control, maybe control the lighting in one room, you can choose a wifi switch. You can always contact us to learn more, click link.NO below, NO, NO! SmartZone Smart Home Malaysia can build
according to your budget, the price is (such as 10-20%?) higher than wifi switches (in some cases, different wifi switches are even more expensive than wired smart home Malaysia), but it can tailor a carefree system and system specially built to take care of your family. It is very stable, the choice of customization is high, you can control everything in your
house if you wish. In addition, SmartZone Smart Home System Malaysia does not need annual main dance fees, building the system requires only one one-time payment, and the system will forever be yours. Then why are you waiting? I BUILT YOUR SMART HOME NOW! Nwo!
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